Sources:

“Aaron Storms (@Aaronsmakeup) • Instagram Photos and Videos.” Instagram. Accessed
January 31, 2020. https://www.instagram.com/aaronsmakeup/.
●

When I first saw this look it had really inspired me because it has the whole rainbow. So I
was thinking I could do a similar look to this and I could do it on myself. I feel like this
look would round out all the looks and it would also be a way for me to have my own
face as part of the project. I want to show the kind of pride that I have and feel like this
look would get that across and it just seems like a fun look to do. I would also consider
this look to be very editorial.

“Ariam (@Iambrattyb) • Instagram Photos and Videos.” Instagram. Accessed January 31,
2020. https://www.instagram.com/iambrattyb/.
●

Seeing this look, I was really inspired by it to add to my rainbow theme and have it be my
purple look. I might want to make some changes to this though to make fit into the
editorial aspect. I was thinking of having the lid have gloss on it and the have lips be like

a pastel purple. I think that would make the look more editorial. I feel like this shows like
the peace within the color of purple. It’s simple but yet is very interesting.

“HOW TO: Editorial Beauty Shoot Makeup Look.” YouTube. Accessed January 31, 2020.
https://youtu.be/t9LVOB7_c7o.
●

A big part of my photoshoot is that I want is to have a sort of editorial makeup look to it. I
have never done editorial type of makeup and it’s something I want to try out. When it
comes to editorial makeup you have to be careful how you apply the makeup, how you
put all together and all that because it can sometimes look weird on camera. This video
is showing me how to do that application, where the makeup should be placed
depending on the person. I want to make sure that the skin is looking like it’s glowing,
not like it’s oily because there is a difference.

“James Holland (@Jhollandmu) • Instagram Photos and Videos.” Instagram. Accessed
January 31, 2020. https://www.instagram.com/jhollandmu/.
●

I want my photoshoot to have a rainbow theme and this is my inspiration for my blue
look. For me, editorial looks are makeup looks that show a different side of makeup. This
is something that wouldn’t be worn by someone on a day by day, therefore making it
editorial. This image helps get some inspiration of what I would want to do with my blue
look. Since blue can be related to like confidence and intelligence I wanted something
sharp (sharp mind) and this look really represents blue well. I also might want to play
around with this look about, maybe have the lines go down?

Kobeissi, Jessica. “Best Camera, Lenses & Photo Editing For Beginner Photography.”
YouTube. Accessed January 31, 2020. https://youtu.be/E3R11hzFJEg.
●

Seeing as I am doing a photoshoot, I want to know how to use a camera when it comes
to taking it. I have an understanding of using a camera to make videos but not really as
much when it comes to using it take photos. This source is a video and it will help me

understand what kind of camera body to use, what lens I have to use, and it will help me
with how to edit my photos so they can come out as beautiful as possible. This person
has a good experience when it comes to doing model shots and I have seen their
pictures to prove so I trust the advice she gives in this video.

Kobeissi, Jessica. “Outdoor Photography For Beginners: Backlit, Shade & Direct Sun.”
YouTube. Accessed January 31, 2020. https://youtu.be/hiBAUVI4JLc.
●

I want to have my photoshoot outside therefore I need to know how to do photoshoots
outside. This video will help me with having a successful photo shoot outside. Some
things I learned are is that you won’t put your model’s back against the sun in order to
get a golden hour look if that is what I want. I have to check my models for hair ties,
rings, bracelets before shooting because I wouldn’t want to spend my time retouching
those things since they won’t matter. I want to make sure to always do some test shoots
because I want to see how the setting is working and how to look at the focus area.

“Monochromatic Makeup, Yellow Makeup, Makeup Challenges.” Pinterest, January 29,
2020. https://www.pinterest.com.mx/pin/289637819783313284/.
●

This look is very bright and beautiful and something that I will love to have as part of my
photoshoot. I think it will be fun to kind of have the yellow as a blush moment. It also has
the glossy eye which is something I know I don’t want to overdue but it’s very editorial
and I want to have my chance to try it out as much as possible.

“Pat McGrath (@Patmcgrathreal) • Instagram Photos and Videos.” Instagram. Accessed
January 31, 2020. https://www.instagram.com/patmcgrathreal/.
● I wanted to use Pat McGrath as source because this is a company that is very well known
within the makeup community to have beautiful makeup products and have the most
beautiful photoshoots. They always know how to make their models shines and have a
healthy glow and their makeups look are very editorial so PatMcGrath is kind of the goal
I am achieving for this project.

Popova, Vasilina. “Beautiful Woman with Glossy Red Eyeshadow and Lipstick.” Getty
Images. Accessed January 31, 2020.
https://www.gettyimages.com/detail/photo/beautiful-woman-with-glossy-red-bright-make-up-roy
alty-free-image/1014296964.
●

Not only did the makeup inspire me but also the way this picture was taken inspired me.
I wanna try and take some photos like this because overall it really shows me editorial.
The way the light is hitting all the right places along with the glossy red eyeshadow. It’s
really beautiful and I want to be able to look at this picture and recreate it because to me
is the definition of editorial and a makeup look I need to try out to really step outside my
makeup box.

“St Paddys Day Editorial Green Glossy Makeup Tutorial | Babs Beauty Collab.” YouTube.
Accessed January 31, 2020. https://youtu.be/vesgFxwAmCo.
●

At first, I didn’t think I would be able to learn more than the video about editorial makeup
didn’t already show me but I actually got some good tips from it along with a good green
makeup look that I needed to fit in with my rainbow theme. I also want to try different
glossy looks this look caught my attention because of that as well. I was showed how to

really give the eye a glossy look, you just have to the right tools and makeup items in
order to achieve the look.

